Adhesive and motile properties of Lewis lung carcinoma LL2 lines.
The cell substrate adhesion of the Lewis lung carcinoma in vitro maintained sublines (LL2 basic line, WGA-resistant LL2-8, and Aleuria aurantia-resistant LL2-AAA) has been studied by a hydrodynamic method using various shearing forces generated by the medium flow. The force of adhesion of the LL2 cells is about 10(-12) N to 10(-11) N with statistically significant differences between various sublines: it is the highest for LL2-AAA cells, intermediate for LL2 cells and the smallest for LL2-8 cells. In another series of experiments the distribution of the number of single cells and multicellular aggregates in the suspensions of LL2 cells together with the effect of gravitational sedimentation were examined. When the LL2 cells are incubated in 37 degrees C they display active motile behaviour which consists in forming cell-surface extensions of various shapes and duration (from a few seconds to several minutes and more). The displacement of the whole cells (locomotion) has not been observed. The results of the study on adhesion and motility of LL2 cells are discussed from the point of view of their metastatic properties, cell-membrane structure and mechanisms of malignant invasion.